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Scientific Profile
The activities of the Colloid Chemistry Department are a mix-
ture of ”old“ strongholds found in the former institute, activ-
ities brought by the director and new topics developed by
young researchers. The overall size of the department is 60
people, covering a wide range of research topics.

The effective constituting element of the group are 
”projects“, a structure headed by senior scientists involving
technicians, graduate students and postdocs (3–8 people).
Projects are related to scientists, but usually have a temporal
character of ca. 5 years. Then, permanent scientists (includ-
ing the director) have to reevaluate their profile. In the case
of non-permanent scientists, the projects usually leave the
department with the promotion of the scientist to the new
academic environment without competition of the institute. 

In the time of this report, Karl-Heinz Goebel, Herbert
Dautzenberg (retirement), Rachel Caruso (Melbourne) and
Hans-Peter Hentze (Newark) left the department, while three
new groups, headed by Hans-Börner, Charl Faul and Markus
Niederberger, have been established. This turnover is rather
typical and keeps the department dynamic.

Incentives for the choice of a new research direction are
usually scientific curiosity and promise, but research is also
driven by the demands of industry and society. The strong
standing of heterophase polymerization as the base for envi-
ronmentally friendly coatings and plastic processing, but also
the development of better analytical tools are typical exam-
ples where stimuli came from the outside.

In detail, the following topics are treated by the department:
· Heterophase Polymerization
· Polyelectrolytes and their Complexes
· Amphiphilic Polymers
· Mesoporous Materials 
· Modern Techniques of Colloid Analysis

Heterophase Polymerization
”Heterophase Polymerization“ summarizes the techniques of
suspension-, emulsion-, mini-, and microemulsion-polymer-
ization. The solvent is usually water, but heterophase poly-
merization in organic media is also examined. This class of
techniques, although 90 years old, experiences a strong 
renaissance, since it allows the production of high polymer
containing formulations in water as an environment-friendly
solvent. Solvent free coatings and glues are just two exam-
ples where polymer dispersions are present in daily life.

Central points of interest of the project teams working
on heterophase polymerization are:
· to gain a better understanding of the nucleation period and

particle formation. For this purpose, new experimental
online multidetection techniques are developed and sup-
plemented by theoretical approaches (Dr. Klaus Tauer).

· to simplify the synthesis of complex polymer molecules 
(e.g. block & graft copolymers) and colloids (e.g. core-shell
latices, reinforced materials) by emulsion polymerization
and rational use of the particle interfaces (Dr. Klaus Tauer).

· Inisurfs and Surfmers, and new stabilizers for better poly-
mer dispersions (Dr. Klaus Tauer).

· Miniemulsion polymerization allows the formulation of very
small polymer latices by high shear treatment of disper-
sions. Since one polymerizes preformed oil droplets under
preservation of droplet number, composition, and inner
structure, miniemulsion polymerization significantly ex-
tends the possibilities of emulsion polymerization. 
(Dr. Katharina Landfester).

· Synthesis of organic/inorganic hybrids by encapsulation of
inorganic colloids or magnetic particles using miniemul-
sions. Those particles have strong impact in diagnostics
and magnetotherapy (Dr. Katharina Landfester, within a
DFG-Schwerpunkt).

· Single Molecule Chemistry on Polymers and confined crys-
tallization in miniemulsion droplets Physical or chemical
procedures are performed in a molecule-per-molecule 
fashion. Examples for this are complex reactions or fold-
ing/crystallization of polymers or proteins in the absence 
of any intermolecularity. (K. Landfester, Markus Antonietti)

Polyelectrolytes and their Complexes
Polyelectrolytes are water soluble and combine sustainability
with a broad spectrum of properties. Polyelectrolytes can be
found in many aspects of daily life, such as thickeners, dia-
pers or in waste water treatment. Our research is focused on
the basic understanding of diverse polyelectrolyte properties
and modern derivatives of polyelectrolytes:
· Polyelectrolyte/polyelectrolyte complexes and polyelec-

trolyte/surfactant complexes offer a wide range of struc-
tured materials, the diversity of which is far from being fully
explored. Our work is focused on the construction of nano-
structures with astonishing complexity. Due to their simple
synthesis (common precipitation from water) and the com-
mercial starting materials, they represent the cheapest
polymer liquid crystals. Such complexes can exhibit selec-
tive gas permeation or ultra-low surface energies. Current
work extends this Ionic Self Assembly (ISA) towards inor-
ganic polymers, dyes, and biological tectons (Dr. Charl Faul).

Amphiphilic Polymers
Amphiphilic polymers consist of components which different
solubility, e.g. a hydrophilic and a hydrophobic part. Both
components can be sensitively adjusted to the dispersion
medium as well as the dispersant, and ”extreme” dispersion
problems can be solved. Focal points of interest in this range
are:
· The micelle formation and lyotropic liquid crystalline phase

behavior of amphiphilic polymers is examined in depen-
dence of molecular parameters as well as the amount of 
solubilized material (Dr. Helmut Schlaad).

· The introduction of secondary interactions such as H-
bridges, dipole interactions or metal-ligand binding results
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in superstructures with more complex order (Dr. Helmut
Schlaad).

· The performance of molecular drugs can be highly
enhanced by coupling to a colloidal system with
synergistic action. The specific knowledge on func-
tional polymers and colloids is used in cooperation
with pharmaceutical/medical partners to generate
tailor made colloidal drug carriers and diagnostics
(Dr. Helmut Schlaad).

· Amphiphilic polymers can step in the precipitation of
inorganic and organic matter and control the growth of the
particle by biomimetic or polymer-controlled mineralization.
So-called double-hydrophilic block copolymers where one
block mediates water solubility and the other interacts with
the surface of the particles are examined and enable the
design of drugs, fillers and pigments and of new reinforced
materials (Dr. Helmut Cölfen).

· In biochemistry, complex molecules (proteins and RNA-
strands) are made on a technical level by reliable and repro-
ducible automated procedures. The transfer of this techno-
logy to polymer and colloid science and its application to
non-natural monomers and coupling reactions allows the
synthesis of single species polymers (without polydispersity)
with specific functionality in the milligram and gram scale.
This technology is used to generate blockwise conjugates
between peptide and synthetic polymers blocks. Minority
peptide blocks are expected to ”ordinate“ the otherwise
disordered synthetic block. We also expect that such poly-
mers help to address the interface between the biological
and technical world (Dr. Hans Börner).

Mesoporous Materials by Nanocasting 
and Nanocoating
Template routes have recently been extended to surfactant
assemblies. Our contribution in this field is the use of more
robust and adjustable polymer and colloidal templates which
allows a real “nanocasting”, i.e. a 1:1 replication of the origi-
nal soft matter template into an inorganic nanostructured
replica. Current activities in this field include:
· the use of polymer gels, fiber, membranes and beads to cre-

ate structures and shaped objects made from nanoparticles
by nanocasting and nanocoating (Dr. Markus Niederberger)

· the employment of these structures as supports for de-
signer catalysts where nanoparticle formation is a integer
part of the nanostructure set-up and profitably controlled by
either the porogens or the pore geometry (Dr. Markus
Niederberger, the “Zeit-Project“ together with the Fritz
Haber Institute)

· the synthesis of new well defined nanoparticles with func-
tion by solvent and ligand assisted synthetic pathways and
their self-assembly into organized 3D superstructures by
ligand encoding (Dr. Markus Niederberger)

· the use of nanocasting as an analytical tool, i.e. to charac-
terize fragile soft matter superstructures, such as the
worm-like assemblies of cyclodextrines or other supra-
molecular entities (Markus Antonietti)

· implementation of experiments within the pore system for
”nanochemistry“, i.e. the analysis of specific effects of a

nanoconfinement on a physical properties and
chemical reactions (Markus Antonietti)

Modern Techniques of Colloid Analysis
All the work described above is necessarily
accompanied by a considerable amount of col-

loid analysis. This includes fully commercial
techniques, but also implies the development of

new techniques or methods of data handling, as:
· the development of new ultracentrifugation techniques.

Together with industry, a multidetection kit for the ultra-
centrifuge is developed, e.g. coupling the separation with
Raman-, UV- or fluorescence detection. This would allow an
in-situ chemical analysis within a separating complex col-
loidal mixture and revitalize the AUC. (Dr. Helmut
Cölfen, Project Analytical Ultracentrifugation 2004
together with the BASF AG). New gradient tech-
niques for the AUC such as pH-, chirality- or
enzymatic activity gradients reveal new infor-
mation about complex spatio-temporal phe-
nomena (Dr. Helmut Cölfen).

· special techniques of transmission and scan-
ning electron microscopy on soft, structured
matter (Dr. Jürgen Hartmann)

· the improvement of diverse techniques of hydro-
dynamic chromatography such as thermal field 
flow fractionation and asymmetric flow field flow
fractionation (Dr. Helmut Cölfen)

· computational analysis of high precision static light scat-
tering experiments (Dr. Gudrun Rother)

· exploratory research for the application of new techniques
of dynamic light scattering to colloidal systems, e.g. using
optical near fields or the ”ellipsometric light scattering“.
(Dr. Reinhard Sigel)

Larger Equipment and Central Service Labs 
of the Department
Commercial standard techniques which are available in the
department are: Transmission and scanning electron
microscopy, static and dynamic light scattering, diverse tech-
niques of light microscopy, wide and small angle X-ray scat-
tering, various chromatographic facilities, reaction calorime-
try with online multidetection, analytical and preparative
ultracentrifugation, thermal analysis, DSC, porosimetry, and
FT-ATIR for liquid analysis.

Two of the labs, the electron microscopy and the X-ray
lab, are so-called ”central service labs“, i.e. they belong and
are operated by the department, but are designated to per-
form scientific routine measurements for the whole institute. 

Prof. Markus Antonietti 
Director of the Department of Colloid Chemistry 
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What Are Miniemulsions?
Miniemulsions are dispersions of critically
stabilized oil droplets with a size between
50 and 500 nm prepared by shearing a sys-
tem containing oil, water, a surfactant and a

hydrophobe. Polymerizations in such mini-
emulsions, when carefully prepared, result in

latex particles which have about the same size as
the initial droplets. This means that the appropriate

formulation of a miniemulsion suppresses coalescence of
droplets or Ostwald ripening. The polymerization of mini-
emulsions extends the possibilities of the widely applied
emulsion polymerization and provides advantages with
respect to copolymerization reactions of monomers with 
different polarity, incorporation of hydrophobic materials or
with respect to the stability of the formed latexes.

Polyurethane Dispersions
Polyurethane latexes can be made by direct miniemulsifica-
tion of a monomer mixture of diisocyanate and diol in an
aqueous surfactant solution followed by heating (Fig. 1). This
is somewhat special since one might expect a suppression of
the polyaddition by side reactions between the very reactive
diisocyanates and the continuous phase water. However,
polymer dispersions with high molecular weight polymer
were obtained after optimizing the reaction parameters.

Polyester Dispersions
Hydrophobic polyesters have been synthesized in miniemul-
sion in the presence of large amounts of water. The yield of
the esterification and the molecular weight of the polyester
have been determined for different reaction conditions.
Important parameters are the water concentration inside the
particles and the structure of the alcohol monomer. Alcohol
compounds bearing electron-donating groups allow displac-
ing the equilibrium toward ester formation. It was also
shown that polyester/polystyrene hybrid particles can be
synthesized in a very simple way using a one pot procedure.

Amphiphilic Copolymers
The polymerization process of two monomers with different
polarities was carried out in direct or inverse miniemulsions
using the monomer systems of different hydrophilicity. The
monomer, which is insoluble in the continuous phase, was
miniemulsified in the continuous phase in order to form sta-
ble and small droplets. The monomer with the opposite
hydrophilicity dissolves in the continuous phase. Starting
from those two dispersion situations, the locus of initiation
(in one of the two phases or at the interface) was found to
have a great influence on the reaction products and the qual-
ity of the obtained copolymers (Fig. 2).

Chitosan Stabilized Polymer Dispersions, Capsules
and Chitosan Grafting Products
The potential of chitosan as an emulsion stabilizer was com-
bined with the miniemulsion technique to generate oil
droplets, hollow capsules, and latex particles in the diameter
range of 100 nm to 300 nm carrying a functional biopolymer
surface. The addition of biocompatible costabilizers with
higher flexibility either to the oil phase or the water phase,
allowed making very small nanocapsules of biopolymer
hybrids (Fig. 3).
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Miniemulsions

Fig. 1: Polyurethane latex obtained by polyaddition in miniemulsion

Fig. 2: Acrylamide/methyl methacrylate copolymer particles obtained in
a direct miniemulsion po-lymerization with interfacial initiation

Fig. 3: Capsule preparation using chitosan as biocompatible stabilizer
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Fluorinated Latexes
Fluorinated latexes in the size range of 100 to 250 nm were
made by the polymerization of miniemulsions of fluoroalkyl
acrylates as fluorinated monomers under employment of
rather low doses of protonated surfactants. In addition, it
was shown that miniemulsifaction of mixed monomer
species allows efficient copolymerization reactions to be per-
formed with standard hydrophobic and hydrophilic monomers
in a joint heterophase situation, resulting either in core-shell
latexes or in statistical copolymers (Fig. 4). Contrary to the
pure fluorinated polymers, those copolymers dissolve in
organic solvents but still show the profitable interface prop-
erties of the fluorinated species.

Enacapsulation of Magnetite Particles
The encapsulation of high amounts of magnetite into poly-
styrene particles could efficiently be achieved by a new
three-step preparation route including two miniemulsion
processes. Characterization by thermogravimetry, preparative
ultracentrifugation, and transmission electron microscopy
showed that up to 40 % magnetite could be encapsulated
resulting in particles with a high homogeneity of the mag-
netite content (Fig. 5). Magnetometry measurements revealed
that the included iron oxide aggregates still consisted of
separated superparamagnetic magnetite particles.

Semiconducting Polymer Spheres
Layers of conjugated semiconducting polymers could be
deposited from aqueous dispersion prepared by the
miniemulsion process (Fig. 6). Dispersions of particles of dif-
ferent conjugated semiconducting polymers could be pre-
pared with well controllable particle sizes ranging between
70 to 250 nm by using a miniemulsion process. The concept
of semiconducting polymer nanoparticles also allowed to
form multilayer structures by e.g. depositing a first layer from
a solution of a polymer and overcoated it by semiconducting
polymer nanospheres of the second polymer from an aqueous
phase, followed by annealing and film formation. 

Crystallization in Miniemulsion Droplets
Crystallization in miniemulsion droplets was shown to be
strongly influenced due to the infinite size of the droplets. It
was shown that the temperature of crystallization in
miniemulsion droplets is significantly decreased as com-
pared to the bulk material. This could be attributed to a very
effective suppression of heterogeneous nucleation. In some
case, the confinement in small droplets changed, e.g. in even
alkanes the crystal structure changed from a triclinic 
(in bulk) to an orthorhombic structure.

K. Landfester, M. Barrère, C. Holtze, E. Marie, 
R. Montenegro, L. Ramirez, R. Rothe, A. Taden, 
O. Tongcher, U. Yildiz
katharina.landfester@mpikg-golm.mpg.de
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Fig. 6: a) Photoluminescence micrograph of a layer deposited from a
semiconducting nanoparticle dispersion. b) Absorption and photolumi-
nescence spectrum of the layer in a).

Fig. 5: Encapsulation of magnetite in polystyrene

Fig. 4: Copolymer particles consisting of fluorinated and 
protonated acrylates
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Heterophase polymerization techniques are 
a fascinating and attractive example of
applied polymer colloid chemistry. Our main
research topics of the last two years were
(a) exploration of new ways to prepare block

copolymers by radical heterophase polymer-
ization, (b) mechanistic investigation of con-

trolled radical polymerization with 1,1-diphenyl-
ethylene (DPE) based precursor polymers, (c) further

evaluation of poly(ethylene glycol)-azo-initiators, and (d)
development of procedures to prepare µm-sized, mono-
disperse particles with surface poly(ethylene glycol) groups.

Preparation of Block Copolymers
The strategy employed consists of a multi-stage radical het-
erophase polymerization by utilizing the ceric ion redox initi-
ation mechanism to generate radicals at preferably hydroxyl
group substituted polymer chain ends that subsequently form
polymeric micelles or particles during an aqueous hetero-
phase polymerization as isolated reaction loci where the fur-
ther block copolymer formation takes place after addition of
another batch of monomer. This strategy allows the pre-
paration of very unique block copolymers, which are not
accessible by any other route. Examples are poly(ethylene
glycol)-b-poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide)-b-poly(acrylamidopro-
pane sulfonate), polystyrene-b-poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide)-
b-poly-(styrene sulfonate), or poly-(styrene sulfonate)-b-
poly(methacrylic acid) [1]. Besides the chemical distribution
the block copolymer nanoparticles possess at least under
wet conditions (in the dispersed state) also a characteristic
density distribution which changes upon electrolyte addition
and/or temperature changes. Moreover, particles of this kind
exhibit interesting features which are not yet completely
understood. For example, transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) images of poly(ethylene glycol-b-poly(N-isopropyl acry-
lamide)-b-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PEG-PNIPAM-PMMA)
triblock copolymer particles show a hairy morphology whereas
atomic force microscopy (AFM) images reveal a rather tuber-
like morphology (Fig. 1). This polymerization strategy can also
be used to prepare block copolymer particles with special
core morphology such as PEG-b-PNIPAM-b-poly(styrene sul-
fonate) particles where the core consists of cross-linked
poly(styrene sulfonate). These hydrophilic gel particles have
been used to prepare redispersable polyelectrolyte surfactant
complexes that are colloidal particles with anisotropic, crys-
talline cores. Fig. 2 shows a TEM picture of cross sections of
such colloidal complexes with tetradecyltrimethyl ammonium
counterions [2].

Control of Radical Polymerizations 
with DPE Precursor Polymers
Recently it was found that the use of (DPE) in conventional
free radical polymerization allows a high degree of structural
control [3]. The principle of this new method consists of a two
-step polymerization. In the first step a DPE-containing pre-
cursor polymer is prepared, which in a second polymerization

leads to the formation of block copolymers. The two steps
can be carried out either sequentially and spatially separated
or conducted like a one pot synthesis with consecutive addi-
tion of monomers. In contrast with all other methods of con-
trolled radical polymerization, the DPE-based technique can
be applied for all types of acrylate, methacrylate, vinyl and
styrene monomers. Moreover, it can be applied in bulk, solu-
tion as well as heterophase polymerizations and the DPE-pre-
cursor polymer can be either hydrophilic or hydrophobic. In
collaboration with the BASF Coatings AG the mechanism of
this reaction was investigated. It turned out that the active
species in the precursor polymer is the �, p-dimer unit which
is formed by combination termination of two DPE-ended 
radicals (Formula 1) [4, 5]. The results of comprehensive studies
reveal that the semiquinoid structure of the precursor poly-
mer is activated by the attack of free radicals and thus, in a
second stage polymerization with a second monomer, block
copolymers are formed. The block copolymer yield can be
well above 90 % but depends strongly on the ratio between
the amount of DPE-containing precursor polymer and the 
initiator and monomer concentration used in the second
stage (Fig. 3). The mechanism proposed is able to explain at
least qualitatively all experimental results including the
restriction of this mode of control of radical polymerization to
the formation of diblock copolymers only.

Poly(Ethylene Glycol)-Azo-Initiators in 
Heterophase Polymerizations
The use of nonionic poly(ethylene glycol)-azo-initiators (cf.
Formula 2) instead of ionic initiators in emulsion polymeriza-
tions offers interesting possibilities to modify colloidal and
polymeric properties of polymer dispersions. Experimental
results have been obtained for various kinds of anionic,
cationic, and nonionic stabilizers. For example, in a styrene
emulsion polymerization with monomer to water mass ratio
of 1:4 at a given concentration of 1 % with respect to mono-
mer mass of either an anionic or a cationic surfactant the
replacement of either peroxodisulfate or 2,2’-azobis(2-
amidinopropane)-dihydrochloride, respectively, by PEGA200
leads to particles with considerably smaller size, polymers
with higher molecular weight, and latexes with higher visco-
sity. These results indicate on the one hand a special inter-
action between the PEG-radicals and ionic surfactant and on
the other hand the influence of the ionic strength on aqueous
heterophase polymerization [6].

Large, Monodisperse Poly(Ethylene Glycol) – 
Coated Latex Particles
Polymer particles with polar functional groups such as
poly(ethylene glycol) on the surface are widely utilized in bio-
medical applications particularly for protein immobilization
and cell adhesion studies. Depending on the size and
morphology, the particles prepared are also considered to be
useful for use as size-exclusion and HPLC packings. The
objective of this project was to develop synthetic routes to
prepare large monodisperse particles with a PEG shell. For
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this the following synthesis strategy was developed which is
illustrated in Fig. 4 by means of scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and light microscopy (LM) images. First, polystyrene
seed particles have been prepared by dispersion polymeriza-
tion in ethanol – water mixtures with poly(vinyl pyrrolidone)
as stabilizer and 2,2’-azobisisobutyronitrile as initiator. These
particles have been swollen with a large excess of styrene by
activated swelling procedures (step A in Fig. 4) and subse-
quently polymerized (step B in Fig. 4). Finally, these 
particles were used as seed in a second seed copolymeriza-
tion with styrene/PEG-mono methyl methacrylate with aver-
age molecular weights of PEG chains of 1000 g mol-1 and
4000 g mol-1 as monomer mixture and PEGA200 (Formula 2) as
initiator (step C in Fig. 4). The developed strategy allows the
preparation of monodisperse polystyrene particles with PEG
shells in the size range between 1 and 10 µm [7-9].

K. Tauer, H. Ahmad, V. A. Khrenov, U. Lubahn, S. Pirok, 
R. Rafler, S. Viala
klaus.tauer@mpikg-golm.mpg.de
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Fig. 4: Images of monodisperse polymer particles: a – SEM of seed par-
ticles (polystyrene), b – LM of swollen seed particles (styrene + poly-
styrene), c – LM of polymerized swollen particles (polystyrene), 
d – SEM of composite particles PS/P(S-PEGMMA)

Fig. 1: TEM (left) and AFM image (right) of PEG-PNIPAM-PMMA triblock
copolymer particles; the bar indicates 200 nm

Fig. 2: TEM picture of cross section of polyelectrolyte surfactant 
complex particles; the bar indicates 300 nm

Formula 1: Active semiquinoid structural unit (�,p-dimer) in DPE –
PMMA precursor polymers; EG1 and EG” denote different end groups
arising from initiating radicals 

Fig. 3: Block copolymer yield between a hydrophilic precursor polymer
made of acrylic acid, methyl methacrylate and DPE (AA-MMA-DPE) 
and styrene during an aqueous heterophase polymerization with 4,4’-
azobis(4-cyanopentanoic acid) (ACPA) as initiator (I) in dependence on
the precursor polymer to initiator ratio for two different monomer to 
initiator ratios (each experiment was repeated four times; lines are 
just for guiding the eyes)

Formula 2: Poly(ethylene glycol)-azo initiators (PEGA) (PEGA200 n~4.5)
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In the field of supramolecular chemistry a
variety of noncovalent synthesis strategies
or approaches e.g. hydrogen bonding,
charge-transfer interactions, electrostatic
interactions, have been established over the

last few years to organize matter on a mole-
cular level. Recently, we introduced a new,

facile synthesis strategy, so-called ionic self-
assembly (ISA). 

ISA makes use of electrostatic interactions between
charged surfactants and oppositely charged oligoeletrolytic
species to direct the molecular assembly of these tectonic
units into highly organized arrays (Fig. 1).

In initial investigations into the ISA process [1] supramolecu-
lar complexes were synthesized from commercially available
azobenzene dyes and a series of alkylammonium surfactants.
In order to ascertain the binding behavior of such complexes,
binding isotherms were calculated from titration data
obtained with a surfactant-selective electrode. This showed
that the binding process was indeed cooperative and exhibit-
ed, similar to polyelectrolyte-surfactant complexes, a critical
aggregation concentration.

The resulting complexes produced materials that exhibit-
ed either gel-like or crystalline needlelike morphologies. The
crystalline materials show a very high degree of pleochroism,
with dichroic rates over 40, i.e. the single azo-dye tectons are
perfectly aligned over larger distances. 

Detailed investigations [2] of the structures of such com-
plexes showed that the morphology of these nanostructured
complexes could be tuned through careful choice of the start-
ing materials. Through variation of the charge substitution
pattern on the azodyes, as well as changing the length and
number of the alkyl tails of the amphiphile, highly ordered
crystalline or thermotropic liquid-crystalline materials were
accessible (Fig. 2).

In an effort to extend and generalise the ISA concept [3] a
variety of other oligoelectrolytic materials were also
employed as tectonic units. This provides the opportunity to
include not only shape-rigid organic tectons into the ‘molec-
ular toolbox’ available for construction of nanostructured
materials, but also shape-rigid inorganic tectons, as well as
more complicated functional organic tectons. These will be
discussed briefly below.

Functional Organic Tectons:
Perylenediimide-surfactant complexes [4]
The ionic self-assembly strategy is applied to a cationic
derivative of the technologically important perylenediimide
with its exceptional optical and conducting properties, in
conjunction with double tail surfactants of varying length.
This yields highly organized thermotropic liquid-crystalline
materials.

In order to prove the potential of these novel liquid-crys-
talline materials for application in devices and as optical
components, initial optical investigations were performed.
Optical anisotropy was observed by shearing the complexes
to a thin film of less than 5 µm thickness onto a clean glass
slide. Aligned films of quite good quality were prepared in
this way and used to determine the dichroic ratio and to cal-
culate the order parameter. Dichroic ratios higher than 5 and
order parameters in the range of 0.6-0.7 were determined.
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PAMAM Dendrimer–Fluorosurfactant compexes [5]
Complexes were synthesized making use of amine-function-
alised dendrimeric tectons (chemically defined, flexible
shape definition) and fluorinated carboxylic acid surfactants.
The resulting ordered materials were used as nanoreactors
for the preparation of CdS nanoparticles. 

Functional Inorganic Tectons
Switchable Cluster-Surfactant Complexes [6]
Facile organization of the inorganic crown-shaped [Ni3P3S12]3-

anion into room temperature liquid-crystalline materials by
complexation with double tail ammonium surfactants via the
Ionic Self-Assembly (ISA) route is presented. It is shown by
small angle X-ray diffraction, UV-Visible spectroscopy and 31P
NMR analyses that these complexes show an interesting
solid-state structure transition. Due to the heating, the inor-
ganic crown species polymerises to the inorganic polyelec-
trolyte 1 [NiPS4]-. This structural transition is nevertheless
reversible, involving a dissolution cycle (Fig. 3).

Switchable copper-metallomesogens via ISA: [7]
In a stepwise noncovalent multiple-interaction strategy, 
copper(II) salts were complexed with the sodium salts of
bathophenanthrolinedisulfonic acid (C24) and bathocuproine-
disulfonic acid (C26), and organized into nanostructured mate-
rials by the addition of ammonium surfactants via the Ionic
Self-Assembly (ISA) route. In the case of the methyl-substi-
tuted C26 complexes, a slow color change from green to brick
red was observed. UV and EPR investigations showed that
the color change was due to a change in oxidation state,
yielding brick-red complexes typical for Cu(I) species. It is
concluded that steric interaction and mechanical packing
drive this electronic transition in the metal center into a
supramolecular structure (Fig. 4).

Ongoing Project: Reactions within Confined
Molecular Environments (with D. Ganeva): [8]
Polyaddition reactions performed within a highly ordered
polyelectrolyte-surfactant monomer complex of polydiallyl-
dimethylammonium chloride and di(undecenyl) phosphate
give a 1:1 copy of the original lamellar host structure. No
phase disruption or disordering occurs during the reaction.
The phase morphology of the host before and after swelling
and after polymerization is investigated by small-angle X-ray
scattering (SAXS) and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM). The polymer symplex has improved thermal and
mechanical stability.

C. F. J. Faul, F. Camerel, D. Franke, Y. Guan, B. H. Ozer, 
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Abstract
The integration of bioorganic or biomimetic
polymers with specific aggregation behavior
into synthetic polymer molecules is an
approach toward inducing organization in

polymeric materials. The structure of the
resulting materials and their properties will be

analyzed and compared to the ones of unorga-
nized materials. Following this approach “smart

materials” with good mechanical properties and responsive
to external stimuli are expected. 

Introduction
This project focuses on the development of routes to program
structure in polymeric materials. The utilized supramolecular
approach is based on the stoichiometric integration of
“directing groups” into polymer molecules and the sponta-
neous or induced self-organization of these groups exploiting
molecular recognition mechanisms. 

As a result of the organization of the “directing groups”,
the so-called ordinator*-groups, structure formation is ex-
pected to be induced in the polymer compound on a molecu-
lar level.

Project Description
The ordinator-groups will be chosen from the class of bioor-
ganic and biomimetic polymers such as polypeptides, poly-
nucleotides and their artificial derivatives. By using solid
phase supported synthesis and successive monomer assem-
ble as polymerization technique, the monomer sequence can
be controlled. Thus the ordinator-groups can be achieved in a
homodisperse way exhibiting molecular and chemical 
uniformity.
Due to the defined character of the bioorganic or biomimetic
ordinator-groups a multitude of specific aggregation motifs
and highly selective aggregation mechanisms can be exploit-
ed [e.g. assembling of oligopeptide into anti parallel �-sheet
rich quaternary structures (Fig. 1)].
In contrast to the project “Molecular Chimeras” from Dr. H.
Schlaad, aggregation behavior is controlled by molecular
recognition mechanisms encoded into ordinator-groups by a
specific monomer sequence.

The synthetic polymer component is expected to be the pri-
mary contributor to the mechanical properties of the resulting
materials. Therefore, classical synthetic polymers like poly-
styrene, poly(meth)acrylates, polyamides and polyesters will
be utilized. In contrast to the literature where poly(ethylene
oxide) [1] is widely used due to its commercial availability or
biocompatibility the synthetic polymer should exhibit good
mechanical properties. 

To realize defined hybrid systems controlled synthesis of
the synthetic polymers is required. Furthermore end function-
alities like amine, alcohol and carboxylate have to be intro-
duced. Therefore living or “controlled/living” polymerization
techniques will be adopted. Depending on the end function-
ality of the synthetic polymer introduction to the bioorganic 
compound can be done at complementary functionality either
at terminal or at side chain functionalities of the bioorganic
oligomer [e.g. oligopeptide (Fig. 2)].
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Fig. 1a) �-sheet secondary structure of linear oligopeptide; 
1b) anti parallel �-sheet rich quaternary structures.

Fig. 2: Introduction of the synthetic polymer, 1, 3) terminal 
functionalities, 2) Side chain functionality (e.g. Tyrosine, Serine)

b

a

*Ordinator (Latin): guider, disposer, person responsible
for arranging the troops in battle formation.
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Under proper conditions, the assembly of the ordinator-
groups will induce organization of the synthetic polymer. As
an example Fig. 3 shows the aggregation of a hybrid 
system composed out of an oligopeptide and a synthetic
polymer in parallel or anti parallel �-sheet rich quaternary
structures.

During a visit in Stellenbosch University, South Africa in the
research group of Dr. Rautenbach (Biochemistry Department)
the synthesis of a first model hybrid system via solid phase
supported synthesis was investigated. 

Inspired by spider silk proteins [2] an amino acid
sequence has been extracted. In the native form of the silk
protein the function of this segment is to form �-sheet rich
quaternary structures. This “crystalline” domains physically
cross link amorphous segments to achieve a molecular level
structure that is responsible for the excellent mechanical
properties of dragline silk high performance fibers. 

The chosen primary structure (FGAGQ) exhibits a typical
polarity sequence (unpolar-nonpolar-unpolar-polar). By artifi-
cial extension of this sequence towards a symmetric one
(FGAG-Q-GAGF) an oligopeptide with very high tendency to
form either parallel or anti parallel �-sheet rich quaternary
structures was designed (Fig. 4a). The oligopeptide synthesis
was done using solid phase supported synthesis following
standard Fmoc chemistry protocols. The successful synthesis
was confirmed by mass spectrometry (ESI-MS M= 811 D). As
synthetic polymer part carboxylate end functionalized poly-
styrene (Mn=1400, Mw/Mn=1.07) was introduced at the amino
terminus of the supported oligopeptide (Fig. 4b).

In preliminary analysis of the aggregation behavior of the
oligopeptide the high tendency to form ordered structures
like filaments and super structures like fibrils is confirmed
(Fig. 5). After 3 days at 25°C the pure oligopeptide forms fibril
type of supramolecular structures in acetonitrile/water
(50/50 v%) which can be observed with light microscopy. 
The structure exhibits birefringent indicating high molecular
order. 

Further analysis of the molecular and the supra molecu-
lar order of the pure oligopeptide and the hybrid system are
in progress.

Outlook
The assembled structured materials should be analyzed in
solution and in bulk. Potentially functional materials can be
achieved having the probability to response to an external
stimuli e.g. change in pH-value, temperature, ionic strength
or light irradiation. These responsive materials will have
applications in areas of tissue repair, bioadhesive or -com-
patible materials or pH-sensitive drug release systems.

H. G. Börner, D. Eckhardt, H. Rettig, H. Runge, I. Shekova
hans.boerner@mpikg-golm.mpg.de
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Fig. 5: Polarization microscopy micrograph of fibril structures formed
by the oligo-peptide: a) polarizer 90°; b) polarizer 0°

Fig. 4: Linear hybrid system: a) oligopeptide; b) oligopeptide–polystyrene. 

Fig. 3: Ordinator-polymer hybrid system and targeted
aggregation behavior
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We have continued our efforts to explore the
potential of biomimetic mineralization pro-
cesses using simple model polymers for pro-
teins which are active in biomineralization
processes, the so called Double Hydrophilic

Block Copolymers (DHBC’s) [1]. These polymers
consist of two water soluble blocks where one

block can interact with a crystal surface and the
other one just provides water solubility [e.g. Poly-

(ethylene oxide)] so that these polymers serve as a tool to
provide nm sized building blocks for further self assembly
into complex structures. We were successful in expanding
our set of block copolymers to functional poly(ethylene imine)
blocks modified by carboxylate, sulfonate, phosphonate and
thiol groups as well as hydrophobic moieties [2], monophos-
phate ester [3], polyoxazoline [4], and various polypeptide
blocks [5]. Polypeptides are sometimes already itself active in
crystal morphogenesis in a limited experimental range [6].
These DHBC’s could serve numerous purposes. In the sim-
plest case, they could be used for nanoparticle stabilization
in water. For the stabilization of high quality CdS using
poly(ethylene imine) block copolymers with different archi-
tectures of the PEI block, it could be shown that branched
functional blocks have the highest activity compared to linear
or dendritic blocks [7]. In addition, the nanoparticle size could
be simply controlled by the block copolymer concentration
and the electron donating functional amine groups protected
the semiconductor against photocorrosion. This indicates
that tailor made DHBC’s can fulfill multiple tasks.

Such stabilized nanoparticles can be used for the self-
assembly of complex structures, if the stabilizing PEO block is
short enough to allow only for a temporary stabilization. If
CaCO3 nanoparticles are temporarily stabilized by DHBC’s
with monophosphate functional moieties, and the crystalliza-
tion is carried out via a CO2 evaporation technique, CaCO3 is
formed at the air water interface and emerging CO2 gas bub-
bles can be used as a template for complex CaCO3 structures
according to Fig. 1 [4]. Here, the water surface tension deter-
mines how big the aggregate structures can grow before they
sink to the bottom. This shows that already a very simple
template like a gas bubble can be used for the production of
complex morphologies and indicates the potential of using
DHBC stabilized nanoparticles for hierarchical self-assembly.

However, it is also possible to form complex higher order
assemblies without templates. This was demonstrated for
CaCO3, and it could be shown that beside the choice of the
block copolymer, experimental parameters like the pH or the
CaCO3/polymer concentration ratio are also important for the
morphogenesis [8]. It is remarkable that a rod-dumbbell
sphere transition was observed in a kinetic study, which was
speculatively explained by the action of intrinsic electric
fields [9] and that the initially observed nanoparticles are
amorphous. If a slow gas diffusion precipitation technique is
used under otherwise unchanged conditions, these particles
grow to a much bigger size of up to 100 µm and are finally
overgrown by calcite rhomboeders which make them a
promising chromatography column filling material due to the
exposition of multiple calcite faces [10].

Another interesting morphogenesis scenario, also start-
ing from amorphous precursor aggregates was observed for
BaSO4 in presence of a partially phosphonated poly(ethylene
oxide)-block-poly(methacrylic acid) block copolymer, which
resulted in the formation of fiber bundles consisting of defect
free single crystalline fiber bundles [11]. The mechanism as
outlined in Fig. 2 was also speculatively explained with the
action of intrinsic electric fields, although a literature report-
ed oriented attachment mechanism for the removal of high
energy surfaces could explain the results equally well.
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Similar results were obtained with the structurally 
identical BaCrO4 and the role of various block copolymer
functional patterns as well as experimental conditions was
explored in detail [12]. DHBC’s can also modify crystal mor-
phologies by face selective adsorption. An example is the 
forbidden 10-fold symmetry of a single flower-like BaSO4

crystal, which could be obtained by face-selective polymer
adsorption and the resulting modification of the growth [13].
The formation of this unusual morphology could be explained
by a multi-step growth mechanism and shows that the poly-
mer influences the crystal growth on different hierarchies.

In addition to these fundamental studies, we explored the
DHBC modified crystallization also for functional materials.
For CdWO4, we were able to synthesize very thin nanoparti-
cles, which showed an improved fluorescence behavior com-
pared to the default material. This was attributed to the mod-
ified crystal morphology with perfect crystal structure a as
well as to a quenching of surface defects [14].

Beside the crystallization modification of inorganic 
materials, DHBC’s were also found to be active with other
materials. It could be shown that the structure of liquid water
and ice can be modified by poly(ethylene oxide)-block-
poly(hydroxyethyl ethylene) and its partially phosphorylated
derivative, resulting even in changes/distortions of the ice
unit cell [15]. This indicates that the role of DHBC’s as 
additives for crystallization control may be more complicated
than so far assumed, as all crystallizations are performed in
water. When chiral functions are added to a DHBC, it appears 
possible that the fundamentally and industrially important
separation of a racemic mixture into the enatiomers can be
achieved by selective DHBC interaction with one enantiomer
upon crystallization. We were able to show that beside the
morphology modification of calcium tartrate tetrahydrate, an
enantiomeric excess of about 40 % could be achieved, when
the racemic mixture was crystallized in presence of a chiral
DHBC, although the racemic crystal is thermodynamically
stable [16]. With time, the enantiomeric excess decreased
due to reformation of the racemic crystal indicating that a
successful racemate separation by crystallization modification
can only be achieved by kinetic control.
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Fig. 3: Single-crystalline BaSO4 flower-like morphology
obtained in the presence of a sulfonated Poly(ethylene
oxide)-block-poly(ethylene imine) DHBC [13]

Fig. 2: Mechanism of the polymer mediated formation of single 
crystalline BaSO4 fibers [11]
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The research of the work group is devoted to
the following topics: (i) development of new
controlled polymerization techniques, (ii)
characterization of polymers with fractiona-
tion methods, and (iii) study of the phase

behavior of amphiphilic diblock copolymers.
Regarding the latter, it is the main focus to

examine the effects of �-structures and specific
interactions on structure formation on the nanometer

length scale. It is expected (or rather known) that additional
contributions to the mixing free energy lead to other, more
complex superstructures than the classical BCC, HEX, or
LAM. The systems we are particularly interested in are 
“molecular chimeras” of synthetic polymers and �-helical
polypeptides, diblock copolymers with metal-binding sites,
and polyion complexes of oppositely charged block ionomers.

“Molecular Chimeras” of Synthetic Polymers 
and Polypeptides
Linear and star-shaped block copolymers were synthesized
via the ring-opening polymerization of �-amino acid N-car-
boxyanhydrides (N�-Z-L-lysine and �-benzyl-L-glutamic acid)
initiated by �-amino-functional polymers (polystyrene,
polybutadiene, [1] and poly(ethylene glycol) [2]). Block copoly-
mers were analyzed by means of NMR, size exclusion chro-
matography, and analytical ultracentrifugation. Samples 
usually exhibit a monomodal distribution with a polydispersity
index in the range of 1.2-1.8 [3, 4]. However, branched sam-
ples could not yet be analyzed with respect to number and
distribution of polypeptide grafts.

Linear polystyrene-block-poly(Z-L-lysine)s adopt a hexa-
gonal-in-lamellar structure in the solid state, irrespective of
composition. Analysis of structural details revealed that the
interfaces between layers are not planar but undulated.
Samples with a star-shaped architecture also arrange in
lamellar structures, but the intersheet distance is always 
~20 nm. It is evident that polypeptide brushes stabilize a
larger surface area than linear chains, thus enhancing the
generation of undulations. Depending on the conformation of
the polypeptide chains, either planar, superundulated, or cor-
rugated lamellar phases can be formed (see the generalized
phase diagram in Fig. 1, iota = averaged normalized interface
area; kappa = normalized scattering-average of curvature).

In dilute aqueous solution, polybutadiene-block-poly(L-gluta-
mate)s can aggregate into spherical micelles or large vesi-
cles/“peptosomes” (Rh~70 nm), depending on the chemical
composition of the copolymer. The polypeptide corona can
undergo a pH-induced coil-helix transition without seriously
altering the size and morphology of aggregates (Fig. 2) [6].

Linear and star-shaped polystyrene-block-poly(D,L-gluta-
mate)s were used in emulsion polymerization to produce
electrosterically stabilized polystyrene latexes with a
polypeptide corona [7]. The main latex properties, namely the
average particle size, distribution, electrolyte stability, and
electrophoretic mobility, were strongly affected by the archi-
tecture of the stabilizer. Star-shaped stabilizers exhibit a
higher stabilizing efficiency than linear ones and are able to
stabilize a second generation of particles, producing bimodal
dispersions.
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Diblock Copolymers with Metal-Binding Sites
Well-defined block copolymers with �-dicarbonyl chelating
segments (Fig. 3) were synthesized (for the first time) via two
different routes: (i) synthesis of copolymers with a poly-
alcohol segment by living anionic or group transfer polymeri-
zation and subsequent azeotropic acetoacetylation of 
hydroxyl units [8] and (ii) reversible addition-fragmentation 
chain transfer (RAFT) radical polymerization of 
2-(acetoacetoxy)ethyl methacrylate [9]. The obtained poly-
mers usually exhibit monomodal and narrow molecular
weight distributions (polydispersity index < 1.2).

In cyclohexane, poly(n-butyl methacrylate)-block-poly(2-[ace-
toacetoxy]ethyl methacrylate)s form spherical or cylindrical
micelles (Rh =10-50 nm). Aggregation numbers were found to
be much higher than what is reported for other micellar sys-
tems. The higher density of chains at the core-corona inter-
face is presumably due to attractive interactions between
acetoacetoxy units via hydrogen bonding [10].

These micellar aggregates were used to solubilize vari-
ous metal ion salts in media, in which otherwise they were
totally insoluble (e.g. FeCl3·6H2O in cyclohexane). Poly(�-di-
carbonyl) block copolymers were also used as additives for
biomimetic mineralization processes and for the nano-cast-
ing of inorganic materials.

Polyion Complexes of Block Ionomers
By mixing dilute solutions of oppositely charged block
ionomers with strongly segregating solvating segments 
(�N ~40), namely polybutadiene-block-poly(cesium methacry-
late) and polystyrene-block-poly(1-methyl-4-vinyl-pyridinium
iodide), polyion complexes are formed which self-assemble
into vesicular aggregates (Rh~65 nm). These vesicles exhibit
a phase-separated microstructure (Fig. 4) and are thus
amphiphilic in nature. Which of the segments is forming the
outer and inner layer of the vesicle membrane can be con-
trolled by the selectivity of the solvent, i.e., these vesicles
are able to respond to an external stimulus [11].

This modular approach shall be used to generate a library of
complex superstructures with reduced or even broken sym-
metry (“Janus micelles”).
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Nanocasting, the 3D-transformation of self-
assembled organic nanostructures into hol-
low inorganic replicas under preservation of
fine structural details has recently turned
out to be a versatile tool in colloidal materi-

al science. In nanocasting or the “true lyo-
tropic liquid crystal approach”, as introduced

by Attard and Göltner, one starts from a high con-
centration ordered template phase, and the liquid

continuous phase is just solidified by chemical gelation reac-
tions [1]. Already in previous work, it was shown that this
technique offers the possibility to make a 1:1 imprint or neg-
ative copy of the organic mesophases. X-ray measurements
performed throughout the process showed that the solidified
hybrid preserves all structural features throughout solidifica-
tion of the matrix, and even the calcined or hollowed replica
possesses the same structure, and only slightly shrinks. To
enable nanocasting, the casted structure must be compatible
with both the liquid precursor phase as well as the final
solidified replica. If this is not the case, the enormous inter-
faces involved (up to 1000 m2/g) will add unfavorable ener-
gies, and replication breaks down.

In the report period, we have tried to learn about the
mechanistic aspects of this procedure. Major work was
attributed to the quantitative SAXS and SANS characteriza-
tion of those samples [6, 14, 15].

It was shown that a so-called “three-phase” model
described the whereabouts of the template in the matrix, and
that micropores are an inevitable side-product on the con-
cept, as solvating moieties stay mixed with the silica phase. 

Beside diverse amphiphilic block copolymers (Fig. 1), the
base of possible templates was significantly extended.
Mixtures of different non-ionic surfactants allowed the
adjustment of pore size with Angstrom precision and also
gave a cohesive picture about the general process of mixed
micelles formation [9].

Fig. 2 depicts the experimental and fitted dependence of pore
radius on both the hydrophilic and hydrophobic length of the
surfactants, as established by about 20 different samples.
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Cyclodextrines (CDs) as templates not only allowed to depict
the natural self-organization of CDs [7] and their supramolec-
ular complexes with polymers, the pseudorotaxanes [2], they
also were the base for a simple one-step synthesis of
nanoparticle@porous silica systems [8], promising candidates
for the rational synthesis of heterogeneous catalysts. In
another set of experiments, the same system was used as a
conceptual new solar energy absorber, where efficient IR-
emission was spectroscopically excluded [5].

Another case where the analytical potential of nanocast-
ing was favourably used is found in the characterization of
the interaction of polyelectrolyte thickeners with surfactant
formulations [3], an admittedly industrial driven question.

The actual work on new templates is exploring the
potential of new systems, such as room temperature ionic
liquids (RTILs), which have the potential advantage to work
also in the absence of water, thus allowing a much broader
chemistry for the generation of the porous host.
First work in this direction where the RTIL is used as solvent
and template simultaneously indicates the extraordinary
potential of this class of substances, such as the generation
of crystalline lamellar materials (Fig. 3).

Other current work is dealing with chiral templates and cor-
responding chiral pore systems, such as cellulose derivatives
or ionic surfactant assemblies with chiral counterions. A 
chiral pore system would have the advantage to overlay chi-
ral properties in an otherwise non-chiral system, e.g. by fill-
ing dye solutions into the chiral silica. In addition, we can
examine the question of chiral recognition in chromatography,
i.e. is it just the imprinted molecule which is bound or is there
a general chiral polarization force.

The broad accessible variety of pore sizes and surface
structures is also use to exert control of chemistry though
confinement in space (“nano-chemistry”). In cooperation with
the University of Potsdam, the altered thermodynamics of
excimer formation in confined space is examined. Together
with colleagues from Marburg, we examine the possibility to
make new objects out of engineering plastics and carbon,
using the diverse well-defined pores again as moulds for
reaction.
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Fig. 3: Nanostructured hybrid material with a lamellar structure with 
2.7 nm repeat period. Inlet 1: electron diffraction; inlet 2: magnification
of the structure



Nanocoating, the covering of materials with a
layer on the nanometer scale, or covering of
a nanoscale entity, using the sol-gel process
is a powerful tool for the preparation of
nanocomposites and structured materials

[1]. Spherical nanoparticles, porous mem-
branes [2], polymer fibers [3] and gels [4], or

porous polymeric beads [5] can be used as tem-
plates. A combination of porous membrane templates

with amphiphilic supramolecular aggregates makes possible
the synthesis of materials with bimodal pore structure [6].
The inorganic framework usually consists of metal oxides
which have numerous applications in catalysis and photo-
voltaics. The main research goal is the production of novel
inorganic networks that have high surface areas as well as
high porosity. These properties increase the number of acces-
sible catalytically active sites and provide enhanced flow
rates.

Titanium Dioxide Tubes:
A sol-gel procedure has been applied for the metal oxide
coating of polymer fibers. For coating, the poly(L-lactide)
fibers were soaked in a titanium alkoxide precursor solution
and subsequently hydrolysed in a water/isopropanol mixture.
Thermal treatment at 500 °C removed the polymer leaving a
hollow titanium dioxide structure of interwoven fibers [3].
Fig. 1a shows an SEM image of the final titanium dioxide
tubes. The diameter of the inorganic material is dependent
on the initial polymer fiber, with some shrinkage occurring
during the heating process. The tube wall thickness is below
200 nm. According to TEM images indentations in the poly(L-
lactide) fibers are filled with the metal oxide leading to sec-
ondary structures within the tubes (Fig. 1b).

Porous Silica and Titania Spheres:
The sphere with its simple morphology allows for improved
flow properties and is ideal for adsorption or chromato-
graphic packing. Spherical beads that are porous throughout
can be used to improve the properties of a material, due to
increased accessible surface plus the added benefits of
smaller pore characteristics. The use of polymeric beads as
templates has been examined for the formation of silica and
titania spheres with porous inner structuring [5]. This
approach allows direct control of the final sphere size, which
is dependent on the initial bead diameter. The porous organ-
ic beads were composed of polystyrene cross-linked with
divinyl benzene. Both titania and silica spheres were
obtained by applying the sol-gel, where the alkoxide precur-
sor underwent hydrolysis and condensation reactions to form
the metal oxide within the organic structure. On calcination
of the hybrid spheres, the organic material is removed, leav-
ing the inorganic, porous spheres. Fig. 2a shows the titania
spheres. They are monodisperse, and the porous surface
structure is visible.

The TEM image in Fig. 2b shows that the inner structure
of the titania spheres is porous and that the spheres consist
of nanoparticles with diameters between 20 and 70 nm. The
surface area of the porous inorganic spheres varies substan-
tially for the titania and silica spheres. The crystalline titania
exhibits BET specific surface areas in the range of 30 to 35
m2/g, whereas the amorphous silica has surface areas
between 550 and 700 m2/g.
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Fig. 2a: SEM image of titania spheres, b: TEM cross-section of a titania
sphere consisting of individual nanoparticles

Fig. 1a: SEM image of the hollow titania fibers, b: TEM image of the
tubes showing the mimicking nature of the sol-gel coating technique
(scale bar is 5 µm)
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Macroporous Titania and Titania/Zirconia:
A variety of polymer gels with different chemical composi-
tion, architecture, porosity, and surface area have been used
as templating materials for the fabrication of porous titania
and titania/zirconia networks [4, 7]. The homogeneously
porous polymer gel with a globular structure (Fig. 3a) is
placed into alkoxide solutions of the corresponding metal(s).
After hydrolysis and condensation the metal oxide/polymer
hybrid was heated to 500 °C to remove the organic template
and to induce crystallization of the amorphous inorganic gel.
An SEM image of the resulting titania material is shown in 
Fig. 3b. The structures prove that a coating of the initial poly-
mer was obtained, yielding a hollow globular material on
removal of the template.

An overall shrinkage of about 20 % can be observed
when comparing the initial gel and the final inorganic struc-
tures. The samples produced using a mixture of titanium and
zirconium alkoxides gave similar SEM images.

According to X-ray analysis the titania samples mainly con-
sist of anatase nanocrystals with traces of the rutile modifi-
cation. The addition of 10 mol% zirconia stabilizes the
anatase form, whereas a further increase of the zirconia con-
tent inhibits crystallization. Samples containing zirconia as
the major component can be assigned to either the mono-
clinic or tetragonal modification of zirconia.

The surface areas vary from 30 to 40 m2/g for titania and
from 26 to 126 m2/g for the mixed titania/zirconia networks.
The crystalline systems have lower surface areas than the
amorphous ones.

Bimodal Silica Films:
Using simultaneously tetramethyl orthosilicate as silica pre-
cursor, porous membrane templates and amphiphilic
supramolecular aggregates as porogens, extended porous
silica films with thicknesses in the range of 60 to 130 µm and
pores on both the meso- and macro-scale have been pre-
pared [6]. The macropore size is determined by the cellulose
acetate or polyamide membrane structure and the mesopores
by the chosen block copolymer or non-ionic surfactants. Both
the template and the porogen are removed during an anneal-
ing step leaving the amorphous silica material with a porous
structure which results from sol-gel chemistry occurring in
the aqueuous domains of the amphiphilic liquid-crystalline
phases and casting of the initial template membrane. SEM
(Fig. 4a) and TEM images (Fig. 4b) show the macro- and meso-
porous morphology of the silica materials, respectively.The
surface area and total pore volume of the inorganic films vary
from 470 to 850 m2/g, and 0.50 to 0.73 cm3/g, respectively,
depending on the choice of template and porogen.

Photocatalytic Properties of Porous Metal Oxides:
Investigations of the photocatalytic activities of different
porous materials such as titania, titania/zirconia, and tita-
nia/indium oxide obtained from a polymer gel templating
technique have been performed in comparison with Degussa
P25 [7, 8]. In the photodecomposition of salicylic acid and 
2-chlorophenol, the titania-containing structures showed
excellent photocatalytic activity, with efficiencies better than
the Degussa P25 standard. The presence of the second metal
oxide in the titania structure even leads to an increase in
photocatalytic activity.
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This project is focused on the analysis of com-
plex mixtures by fractionating techniques
namely Analytical Ultracentrifugation (AUC)
and Field-Flow-Fractionation (FFF). The main
advantage of these techniques is that they

operate without stationary phases so that an
undesired sample-column interaction can be

excluded. In the past, our AUC work was focused
on the determination of particle size distributions of

smallest nanoparticles down to sizes even below 1nm. These
efforts are continued both, on the service basis for the insti-
tute as well as on a research basis [1] with the goal of the lat-
ter to explore the possibilities for the determination of criti-
cal crystal nuclei or subcritical complexes in solution to allow
conclusions about particle growth mechanisms. An example
for the high resolution of such particle size distributions is
given in Fig. 1 for ZrO2 which was quenched during particle
growth.

It can be clearly seen that the small species are subcritical
complexes with Angström size. However, a serious drawback
is that the determined particle size distributions depend on
the density of the particles which is unknown in most cases
for very small species at the transition from molecules to
solid bodies. The workaround of determining the particle size
distributions for two extremes of densities to give a particle
size range is not satisfying. A further problem exists for the
assignment of the detected species as their size is only given
as a hydrodynamic equivalent diameter. Therefore, we tried
to develop an equilibrium method for the detection and
preparative isolation of critical crystal nuclei. To achieve this,
a dynamic equilibrium between crystallization and dissolu-
tion of a crystal has to be established which is potentially
possible using a pH gradient in the ultracentrifuge cell
according to Fig. 2.

Here, a crystal can gradually dissolve upon sedimentation as
the pH is steadily decreasing towards the bottom of the cen-
trifuge cell. At a certain position, the crystal will 
dissolve completely into ions which have a higher diffusion
coefficient and thus diffuse back into regions of higher pH
which should lead to a supersaturation and thus crystalliza-
tion, so that it should be possible to generate a narrow band
where crystallization and dissolution are in a dynamic equi-
librium which is the critical crystal nucleus per definition.
Although it was possible to generate such pH gradients by
sedimentation of a polyacid and equilibrium conditions could
be proven, it was not yet possible to isolate critical crystal
nuclei, although some indications for their presence were
found by AUC [3]. Solubility gradients in the ultracentrifuge
can also be generated using ionic strength gradients or via
solvent mixtures and their potential is under exploration for
the isolation of critical crystal nuclei as well as for other
applications which can take advantage of a continuous 
gradient of a physicochemical property like complex dissoci-
ation, protein unfolding, electron gradients etc.
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Fig. 1: Apparent particle size distributions of growing ZrO2 prepared
by acid hydrolysis of Zr(SO4)2 * 4 H2O at 70 °C and quenched in 
liquid N2 after different reaction times [2]

Fig. 2: Dissolution of a crystal in a pH gradient [3].



Chemically reacting or organic-inorganic hybrid systems are
important but notoriously difficult systems for the character-
ization of their particle size distribution. In that respect, we
could show for the synthesis of iron oxide nanoparticles
inside lumazine synthase capsids, that already sedimentation
coefficient distributions can yield remarkable insight into the
system reflecting structural or compositional changes of the
sample [4]. Also, chemically reacting systems can be charac-
terized with high statistical accuracy if it is possible to com-
pletely quench the chemical reaction. This was shown for
nanoparticle-enhanced turbidimetric immunoassays where
an antibody coated latex mixture with different sizes and
antibody reactivities reacted with the antigen CRP [5]. The
mixture was designed in a way that at low antigen concen-
trations, only the bigger latices aggregate whereas at higher
antigen concentrations, the smaller latices aggregate as well
and this mechanism could be proven (Fig. 3).

Beside the important application of AUC for particle size
analysis, the technique was also applied for the more classi-
cal solution analysis of macromolecules, both as service for
the institute and as research. Here, especially chitosans
were of interest due to their biocompatibility and polycationic
properties. In combination with light scattering, the hydrody-
namic solution structure could be determined beside molar
mass and other standard parameters [6, 7] and it could be
shown that chitosan is not as extended, as it was described
in the previous literature indicating the potential of combining
AUC with other techniques like light scattering. Such combi-
nation is currently also investigated for AUC & FFF 
coupling which shows special promise for the analysis of
complex hybrid colloid mixtures. Beside the soluble systems,
biopolymer gels were also investigated with respect to their
demixing in an ultracentrifugal field [8].

Although AUC has proven its versatility and fractionation
power for many colloidal systems a present limitation are the
optical detection systems which can only detect light
absorbance or refractive index changes. In addition, the
adsorption optics is slow and of bad quality. We therefore
started a joint project with a partner from chemical industry
concerning the development of improved or new detectors
for AUC. We have started the development of a fiber optics
based UV-Vis detector which is able to acquire a whole spec-
trum in as little as 2ms and have currently finished the hard-
ware set-up. Such spectrometer should even allow the obser-
vation of chemically reacting systems in the future.
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The chemical and physical properties of 
colloidal nanostructured materials depend
sensitively on their chemical composition,
the size of the structural elements and their
spatial arrangement in the system and the

media in which the components are dis-
persed. The dimensions of dispersed particles,

pores or the mesh size of polymer networks, are
in the range of 1 nm to 1 µm. Transmission and scan-

ning electron microscopy have proved to be powerful analyt-
ical methods to investigate the relationship between the syn-
thesis conditions and morphological structure. So, we are
working closely together a number of groups of the colloid
chemistry and interface departments.

In the last two years, we have focused our research
activities on the investigation of the morphological structure
of polymer micelles, inorganic crystals, metal colloids, micro-
porous silica and polymer particles produced by heterophase
polymerization techniques.

These studies are important to analyze, e.g., the complex
structure formation processes in miniemulsions in the pre-
sence of colloidal silica particles. Under alkaline conditions
well-covered polymer particles can be formed (Fig. 1). A mix-
ture of styrene and 4-vinylpyridine is used as the monomers.
The diameter and morphology of latex particles can be varied
as functions of the composition of the system, the pH, and
the adsorption of cationic components.

There is a continued scientific interest in the formation
of inorganic solids with well-defined properties such as size,
shape, and surface roughness. Calcium carbonate (CaCO3)
has been used as a model system for studying the biomime-
tic synthesis of CaCO3 crystals in the presence of organic
templates and/or additives.

To modify the morphology of the crystals, special double-
hydrophilic block copolymers are used.

The biomimetic crystallization of CaCO3 was realized by
a slow gas-liquid diffusion reaction of CO2 in the presence of
poly(ethylene glycol)-block-poly(ethyleneimine)-poly(acetic
acid) (PEG-b-PEIPA). The slow precipitation process leads to
the formation of uniform spherical crystals. After few days
the system contains a variety of intermediates (Fig. 2) with
different shapes such as elongated rods (a), peanuts (b),
dumbbells (c), and overgrown spherical particles (d). After
two weeks of ripening, and on reaching equilibrium, all 
particles have a spherical superstructure with a nearly uni-
form diameter of around 80 µm.Their surface is composed of
smaller truncated and randomly oriented calcite crystallites
with an average size of about 2-5 µm. The biomimetic crys-
tallization of BaCrO4 and BaSO4 in the presence of sodium
polyacrylate yields highly-ordered funnel-like BaCrO4 super-
structures with a complex form and a remarkable self-similar
growth pattern as well as long BaSO4 fibre bundles (Fig. 3).
The crystallization can be affected by variation of tempera-
ture, pH, and concentration.

In the field of crystal engineering, there are special strate-
gies which allow one to control the parameters of the crys-
tallization process. Some of these concepts use restricted
reaction environments. The morphology of a range of inorganic
crystals, growing inside micrometer-sized polyelectrolyte-com-
plex capsules was studied. The diameter of the selectively per-
meable capsule walls depends on the size of the templates
and can be varied in the range of 0.2 µm to 10 µm.
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Fig. 1: Latex particles with a monomer to silica ratio of 1:0.64

Fig. 2: Different CaCO3 crystals showing the morphological 
evolution process

Electron Microscopic Studies of Colloidal Systems
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In Fig. 4a are shown BaCO3 crystals which are grown within
the polyelectrolyte capsules. With additional energy-disper-
sive X-ray analysis (EDS) we have determined the chemical
composition of the inorganic nanoparticles (Fig. 4). The gold
peaks result from the soft gold sputtering process used to
avoid charge effects during the measurement. 

Another interesting field in colloid science we are studying is
the formation of polymer capsules containing metal colloids
that are useful for catalytic applications. To characterize,
e.g., silver colloids inside the polymer shell, we studied the
morphology of the empty capsules with TEM. The structure of
the shells containing silver nanoparticles can be varied. Two
systems of polymer shells containing different nanosized 
silver particles are shown in Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b.

In cooperation with the Department of Physical Chemistry of
the University of Hamburg, interesting phase morphologies of
poly(butadiene-b-ethylene oxide) (PB-PEO) block copolymer
hydrogels are studied using critical-point drying and cryo-
ultramicrotomy. In Fig. 6 the structure of a self-assembled PB-
PEO block copolymer hydrogel at a polymer weight fraction of
0.8 is shown. The lamellar spacing depends on the molecular
parameters and the composition of the polymer/water mix-
tures, and can be precisely depicted using transmission elec-
tron microscopy.
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Fig. 6: Lamellar structure of PB-PEO block copolymer hydrogel

Fig. 3: Highly-ordered funnel-like superstructure
(top) and nanofibers of BaSO4

Fig. 5: Empty PSS-Ag capsules. Reduction before dissolution 
of the core (left) and after that (right)

Fig. 4: BaCO3 nanoparticles within polymer shells (a) and the 
characteristic EDS spectrum 



GPC:
We focus on methods and equipment allow-
ing simultaneous RI (refraction index), UV
(ultraviolet spectrophotometric) and MALLS
(multi-angle laser light scattering) detection.

The research is influenced by actual charac-
terization problems in cooperation with pro-

jects from the colloid chemistry and interfaces
departments of the institute. 

MALLS (Multi Angle Laser Light Scattering): 
The highly sophisticated MALLS instrument DAWN EOS of
Wyatt (USA) is normally equipped with a flow cell for use in
chromatographic studies. The scattering intensity is simulta-
neously registered at 18 scattering angles and can be record-
ed along time for a huge number of slices. The time interval
can be selected from 0.125 seconds upwards.
In principle, this instrument could also be used for batch
measurements. However, an index-matching bath is not 
provided. Moreover, test studies with the recommended sim-
ple vial revealed that a lot of reflected light falsifies the mea-
sured scattering intensities. The scattering cell cannot be
positioned in a reproducible way eliminating the strange
light. We (cooperation with Herbert Dautzenberg) solve the
problem using a special model of an index-matching bath,
normal quartz glass light scattering cuvettes and a cover
plate with bore to position the cuvette. The special bath was
manufactured by Hellma according to our instructions. An
attenuation filter to lessen the laser beam offers an ad-
ditional extension of the measuring range. Calibration and 
normalization of the detection diodes can be carried out with
high precision.

Capabilities:
Fig. 1 demonstrates the general capabilities of our equipment
enabling the investigation of time dependent structure for-
mation processes. The graphs show the reactions of a PEL
(polyelectrolyte complex) solution to addition of salt. 

The 3D-plot (Fig. 1d) and the plot of the scattering inten-
sity for one angle (Fig. 1a) qualitatively show the kinetics of
the process. After interpretation of the scattering curves for
single slices /single time points, plots of the molecular para-
meters vs. time can be produced immediately. As an example
Fig. 1b, c are given, using traditional interpretation procedures.

For particle sizes around or above 100 nm, more sophisti-
cated algorithms of data interpretation are required. Re-
spectively, special software was developed allowing to import
the MALLS-data into our SLS-interpretation application. 

This system offers additional procedures, especially a
model interpretation using the entire angle range of the scat-
tering curves [1]. Such a scaled interpretation yields results
about the molecular parameters, polydispersities and struc-
ture densities. Moreover, the system offers the consideration
of bimodal systems.

In this way, a large variety of time-dependent structural
changes can be investigated. The advantage of the very high
registration frequency of MALLS allows studying fast
processes too.
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Fig. 1: MALLS of a PEL-complex,
a: scattering intensity of one angle vs. time,
b: molecular mass and radius of gyration vs. time,
c: double logarithmic plot RG vs. Mw,
d: 3D-plot



Example:
We studied the dissolution of highly aggregated PEL particles
formed in water after addition of salt [2]. The complex for-
mation in pure water results in large highly aggregated 
complex micelles with an aggregation number of several
thousand macromolecules. Mixing two polyelectrolyte com-
ponents, a bimodal system is obtained. The first component
is given by the complex micelles with a charge stoichiometry
near 1:1, the second component consists of the excess free
polyelectrolyte. The addition of salt allows a polyelectrolyte
exchange reaction between the free polyelectrolyte chains in
the solution and the aggregated particles. This leads to a re-
distribution between the short (deficient) and the long
(excess) chain components resulting together with structural re-
arrangements in the decrease of the aggregation level and even-
tually in a monomodal system of “soluble” complex particles.

In order to investigate such a transition of a PEL structure
from highly aggregated particles to “soluble” complexes of
the molecular level, MALLS studies were performed. The
time series of scattering for one angle (90°) was used for the
study of the process kinetics. 

The redistribution rate increases with increasing salt
concentration in the solution. It decreases with an increasing
mixing ratio (the ratio between the charges in deficiency and
in excess in the mixture of two polyelectrolytes) and increas-
es with a higher concentration of polyelectrolytes in solution.
An interesting fact is that the dependence of the rate on the
polymer concentration weakens with increasing salt concen-
tration in the solution (Fig. 2).

To explain this fact structural changes were studied.
Scattering curves of the system corresponding to different
times after the process start have been analyzed by scaled
interpretation. Fig. 3 shows that in the small angle range the
curvature of the scattering curves increases only slightly indi-
cating a slight increase of the dimensions of the aggregate
particles. In the wide angle range, the difference between
the experimental curves and theoretical ones increases. This
indicates an increase of the fraction of small particles of sol-
uble complexes. The changes in the intensity correspond
mostly to the changes of the fraction of the aggregates in the
solution and not to the changes in their mass. DLS (dynamic
light scattering) studies confirm these results. The experi-
mental data allows explaining the mechanism of aggregate
transformation as a two step process. In a first step, the free
polyelectrolyte chains in excess remove the short chain com-
ponent from the particle via a polyelectrolyte exchange reac-
tion. In the second step, the aggregated particle is destroyed
by the osmotic pressure which increases with the increasing
stoichiometry of the aggregate particle. 

G. Rother
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Fig. 3: Experimental and theoretical scattering curves for a 
PEL in 0.2N NaCl for different times

Fig. 2: Relative scattering intensity (�=90°) as a time function for dif-
ferent polymer concentrations 1-3 (10, 5, 2) 10-4 M,
in 0.01N (a), 0.02N (b) NaCl



Static and dynamic light scattering are impor-
tant methods for the characterization of
macromolecular materials. The target of the
research is to extend and apply these methods
to problems specific to colloids and inter-

faces.

Ellipsometric Scattering
A special feature of colloidal materials is their large surface
due to the fine dispersion of matter. Combining light scatter-
ing with polarization optics common to ellipsometry results in
a new experimental technique capable to access this charac-
teristic surface. 

The high resolution of classical ellipsometry is achieved
by measuring the amplitude ratio tan(	) and especially the
relative phase shift of two polarization modes EP parallel
and ES perpendicular to the plane of reflection (Fig. 1a). Here,
the phase shift arises from the reflection at a planar interface
with a refractive index profile, e.g. a two-step profile with
indices n1, n2 and n3. Similarly, in a scattering experiment 
(Fig. 1b), the amplitude ratio and relative phase shift of two
polarization modes EP parallel and ES perpendicular to the
scattering plane is determined by the refractive index profile
of the scattering particle. 

The availability of a correlator for dynamic light scattering
immediately gives access to the dynamics of the refractive
index profile, i.e. breathing modes of the particle. Another
important aspect is the effect of sample polydispersity,
where ellipsometric scattering allows distinguishing the
scattering of an average particle (coherent scattering) from
scattering caused by deviations from the average size (inco-
herent scattering).

As an example, Fig. 2 shows experimental data and
corresponding fits for the characterization of coated colloid
particles.
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Fig. 1: Comparison of reflection ellipsometry (a) and Scattering ellipsometry (b).

Fig. 2: Ellipsometric scattering data from PMMA particles with PNIPAM
coating in water with 190 nm core diameter and 20nm surface layer at
the temperature 32 °C
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Procedures of Interface Light Scattering (PILS-Project)
A liquid-liquid interface is a soft system with many possible
fluctuations. It is possible to monitor these fluctuations by
reflecting a light beam at the interface, as displayed in Fig. 3.
The polarization analysis of the reflected beam (E) yields the
interface thickness (ellipsometry), while small angle scatter-
ing (C) is sensitive to capillary waves. For total internal
reflection, the evanescent wave with exponentially decaying
field profile (depicted in blue in Fig. 3) defines a scattering
volume with a thickness comparable to the wavelength of
light, 
. Scattering of the evanescent wave (S) reflects struc-
ture and dynamics close to the interface.

A new setup combining ellipsometry, evanescent light scat-
tering and capillary wave detection is under construction.
Planed experiments deal with 2D-diffusion of colloids in the
interface under the effect of capillary waves and dynamics of
exchange processes through the interface.
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Fig. 3: Characterization of an interface with light (see text).
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Aims:
Investigations on the true adsorption proper-
ties of surfactants, including lung surfactant
and solvosurfactants. Elucidating surfactant
functionality in terms of surfactant structure,

charge and counterion size. Development of a
generally applicable method for swift foam

characterization and of a method for surfactant
adsorption at solid/liquid interfaces.

Results:
Systematic investigations on basic and applied adsorption
properties of amphiphiles at air/water and solid/liquid inter-
faces have been continued by strictly keeping the require-
ments of “surface-chemical purity” (scp) to avoid artefacts
due to surface-active trace impurities [1]. The surfactants
investigated include simple and more complicated structures.

1. Basic Research
1.1 Novel Surfactants
Novel surface-active di-n-alkylaldonamide derivatives (sugar
surfactants) were synthesized from biologically available
materials. Their adsorption behavior is quite unusual. Unlike
ordinary n-alkyl surfactants the amphiphiles cross-sectional
area and the surface interaction parameter show a strong
increase with rising alkyl chain length, but abruptly decrease
after having reached a certain medium chain length. These
thermodynamic results suggest that for the longer chain
homologues an abrupt deviation from that surface conforma-
tion occurs which is met for the lower numbered homo-
logues: one alkyl chain is protruded upright from the bound-
ary while the second one remains flat [2]. This hypothesis is 
supported by HyperChem Computer Simulations. 

1.2 Phase Transition
Investigations of surface potential and surface tension of the
homologous series of the sugar surfactants n-alkyl-�-D-glu-
copyranosides revealed a first order phase transition so far
unknown at air/water interfaces. Unlike known phase transi-
tions, it occurs at negligible surface interaction [3]. It seems
to be induced by changes in the water structure of the inter-
facial layer. 

1.3 Counterion Effect
Equilibrium surface tension of anionic n-decylsulfates for var-
ious monovalent alkali counterions revealed that the surface
activity of the scp decylsulfates significantly decreases with
decreasing hydrated size of the counterion. By the assump-
tion that the counterions penetrate the Stern layer where the
surfactant head groups are adsorbed an adsorption model
was developed taking into account that head group and
counter ion have a finite size (“surface exclusion effect”).
Good correlation between the relative counter ion size in the
Stern layer, the effective radius and the area excluded by the
adsorbed counter ion was obtained [4]. The resulting cross-
sectional areas of the adsorbed decylsulfates for the various
counterions Li

+
, Na

+
, K

+
, Rb

+
, Cs

+
are in good agreement with

those measured by neutron scattering.

1.4 Solvo-Surfactant
Investigations on solvosurfactants using Dowanol DPnB
(dipropylene glycol n-butyl ether) were performed to learn
why solvosurfactants have solvent and surfactant properties
as well. First results with scp-solutions suggest that this
effect is obviously brought about by trace impurity compo-
nents the adsorption properties (molecular structure) of
which are rather different from that of the main component [5].

1.5 Lung Surfactant
The high-performance purification apparatus developed by us
previously was applied to bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) to
isolate the native surface film of the lung surfactant system.
By this technique the surface-active material is aspirated
from the solution surface. The aspirated solutions, the origi-
nal BAL fluid pool as well as the residual bulk phase were
analyzed for the total protein, total phospholipids and phos-
pholipid subclasses. Generally, the protein and the phospho-
lipid concentrations in the aspirated solutions were two to
three times higher than in the BAL fluid. These results prove
that proteins and different phospholipids are an integral part
of the surface film of the BAL fluid. Moreover, this technique
provides a new advantageous possibility for the isolation of
lung surfactant. 

Measuring surface pressure and applying quantitative
Brewster Angle Microscopy (BAM) the inhomogeneous
nature of the surfactant film with three distinct different 
morphological phases was observed. On the basis of these
results a mechanism of the lung stabilizing mechanism has
been proposed that is in line with surfactant behavior at
interfaces and the morphological structure of the lung 
surfactant (Fig. 1) [6].
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1.6 Adsorption Isotherms of Surfactants 
on Solid Phases
The determination of surfactant adsorption on solid surfaces
by the old batch-technique is very complicated and requires
a great time exposure. In order to improve this method a new
technique based on dynamic frontal high performance liquid
chromatography using ELS- and/ or MS-detection was devel-
oped. The limit of detection is 5 and/or 1 µg/ml of surfactant,
also in the presence of partially soluble substances and 
contaminations. Additionally, the MSD can discriminate
between soluble substances and surfactant that increases
the specification of the method considerably. The method is
applicable for insoluble and partially soluble substances.

2. Applied Research
The development of a new, generally applicable method for
swift characterization of foam stability was continued. The
advantage of this pneumatic method is that the foam para-
meters by means of which stability is characterized are re-
lated to well-defined boundary conditions of the system [7].
A patent about this method has been submitted [8]. Investi-
gations are now in progress to describe the dynamic foam
behavior and the new foam parameters concentration depen-
dence quantitatively. To get further insight into the foam sta-
bilizing mechanism the relevant foam parameters are com-
pared with the structure of the surfactants, their adsorption
and bulk properties. In cooperation with our partner in Poland
we look for a correlation between the behavior of a single
foam bubble during its rise through a surfactant solution and
its foam properties. Analysis of the high-speed camera pic-
tures revealed an unknown periodically bouncing of the bub-
ble when it meets the air/solution interface [9].
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Fig. 1 BAM images of different stages of lung surfactant during spontaneous adsorption
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